
Rated R
Please be aware the following presentation may contain strong language, graphic 
and sexual images, and violence.

The POP! Network and the producers must insist that nobody attempt to recreate or 
copy anything seen on this show.



Previously...
The first segment of the DAVE revival featured Phil VIbert announcing the return of the Unified Title, 
with the new champion being crowned in a massive 6 man elimination match type that has never 
been seen before. 
Throughout the weeks many men fought to earn their spot and tonight the victors step into the 
Elimination Chamber. 

The New Wave became 10 times tag champions but have had no time to sit back and celebrate with 
two masked men becoming their worst nightmare, not only costing them their opportunity in the 
chamber but dishing out brutal beatdowns on numerous occasions. And this week another new duo 
entered the Dangerzone by attacking Dave Diamond, the only words spoken by the two were 
‘Sunday’ aka tonight!



Vibert welcomes everyone to Elimination Chamber

The man responsible for the DAVE revival opens the show in the ring; he thanks the crowd for all their support, 
both the 20,000 in attendance and everyone who has bought the PPV at home. 

He promises a night of extreme action but before he can go any further is interrupted by Freddy Huggins. 
Shouting over the chorus of boos he complains that it’s ridiculous neither himself nor his tag partner and best 
friend Edd don’t have a match tonight. 

VIbert says they haven’t earned a match, and both have poor win/loss records. He says he will give them both 
a chance to earn their spot here. Freddy claps, thinking he has gotten his own way.



The end of the Animals?

Phil tells Freddy not to get ahead of himself as his match will be against Edd. 

Freddy shakes his head, ‘no that’s not right, we don’t fight me and Edd, we’ll refuse.’ 

Phil then adds the stipulation that the winner will be given a future DAVE Unified Title shot; this then changes 
Freddy’s demeanour. 

‘Oh but also… the loser... leaves... DAVE!.’



Goldworthy Talent in turmoil 

As much as he may not wish to admit it, it’s clear that Goldworthy Talent has been shook to its core with the failed 
introduction of Titan. Whilst Floyd wished it would lead to a new dominant tag team, the opposite has happened with a 
rivalry forming between his two clients. 

Tonight they clash in a falls count anywhere, street fight. 



BUFF manhandles Titan

Although he’s far from the finished article. Titan is clearly one for the future. A jacked monster who isn’t exactly slow.
Perhaps the only weakness he has is exactly what BUFF has built a career out of; aggression and the knowledge of how to 
use your size to your advantage. 

Despite Titan’s impressive physique it still feels like BUFF is the larger man, he keeps his centre of gravity lower, plans his 
attacks more carefully and this helps him gain dominance in the match. Titan charges at BUFF but he’s able to use this 
momentum against him and launch him across the ring.



Titan shifts the tides!

 But this is a street fight, and as Titan works out, a steel chair can be a great leveller! 

He wraps one around BUFF’s head, giving the younger man some hope.

Titan grabs his opponent and drags him up the ramp, Floyd wants him to try finish it, he just wants the fighting to stop! The 
opposite happens as the two continue to brawl all the way backstage!



Time to pick a side

Cameras follow the behemoths as they trade heavy blows through a corridor and into a locker room. 

BUFF has the upper hand but suddenly grabs his groin, Floyd’s behind him! It was a low blow! Floyd has 
screwed BUFF! 

It seems to take Titan a second to realise what’s going on, but then he smirks, and takes advantage of the 
situation by pulling BUFF up and delivering a huge powerbomb into the locker! 

 Winner: Titan (with a Powerbomb via Floyd Goldworthy interference) 



THIS IS AN ADVERT

19 years ago our world separated and an alternate reality was born, and with this a new 
legend. The legend of Aurtha Hawke

Now in 2016 you can follow the story of his son as he attempt to forge his own path in Bad 
Colin’s Like father, like son? - Part Two: Arutha Hawke Jr. (Cverse 97)



The two men that attacked Dazzling Dave Diamond cut a promo. They explain that ,as the most talked about free agents, 
they only signed with DAVE as they were promised complete freedom to be who they really are. But the larger of the two 
men interrupts. 

‘But it doesn’t matter who I am, who my friend is here, see we ain’t pretending like most these fools here. We live in the 
real world and in the real world it doesn’t matter who you are, it matters who you ridin’ with, who you gonna fight for, die 
for. It’s a pack mentality out there, so who you as an individual... is inconsequential really. WE are Ali, this sexy black thing 
here (holds up the baseball bat) is called Ali. And Ali is here to fuck shit up and make sure this place is real.’

Ali will take this to the next level of extreme!



DAVE Tag Team Titles on the line!

The New Wave come out to a great reaction and carry that momentum forward into the match, fuelling their 
never say die attitude. 

The two men, now going by the name C.O.N.T.R.A are fighting for the first time in DAVE and it’s clear they are 
two of the strongest men in the company.

The New Wave have fought monster teams before and know from experience that Scout’s technique can be 
the difference maker but when they hit him with a double running shoulder block he’s nearly sent clean out the 
ring! 



Missile connects with the target

But the legendary team weather the storm, Scout is able to catch a big boot and begin working an ankle, it 
gives him a chance to get a hot tag and Guide powers through both men. 

A Guided Missile hits square on the jaw and it’s enough to keep the man down. 

The New Wave went into this match fairly blind and so pick up an extra impressive victory.

Winner and still Tag Team Champions: The New Wave (with a Guided Missile Dropkick, defence number 1)



A third mysterious mask

As the two champions celebrate, someone makes their way down to the ring. Emotionless she walks towards 
C.O.N.T.R.A and appears to try console them, helping them to their feet. 

Scout and Guide are a little confused but don’t pay too much attention. 

The lady holds up her right hand and fits it onto the hand shape mark that both men have on their chest. The 
hand fits, it’s her hand! Almost instantly as her hand touches skin the men appear completely rejuvenated… 
but more than that, they seem enraged, desperate… hungry.



C.O.N.T.R.A arise!

They turn back around and charge at The New Wave, with new found energy the champions stand no chance.

One man drags Scout out by his feet and delivers a devastating piledriver to the outside!

The woman stands, watching on, still emotionless. 



C.O.N.T.R.A arise!

The second man picks up the man who just beat him. 

Guide is not a small man but the masked monster barely hesitates and certainly doesn’t break a sweat. He slams him 
with great force. 

The woman turns up the ramp and begins to leave, the two men hurry to her side and exit with her.



Vita & Laura wish their boys luck

Backstage Vita and Laura are interviewed about the upcoming match between Edd and Freddy. 

They say this isn’t what they would ask for, and only have love in their hearts for them. But ultimately they don’t 
seem to be overly concerned. Vita wishes them both a safe match. 

A deep voice is heard off camera beckoning them, presumably Danny. The women apologise and quickly 
leave.



A gentleman's agreement

One of TCW’s most decorated tag teams, and it ends right now. 

The two friends don’t seem keen on fighting but ultimately know it has to happen, the promise of a future 
World title match doesn’t hurt either. 

They shake hands and agree to a fair and honest match, saying no matter what they will shake hands again 
after the bell.

Whilst the fight starts off tame, it soon heats up as the two try to outdo one another...



The end for Edd

Edd flies around the ring, Freddy is more grounded but when called upon does have some flash is in arsenal 
and pulls it out with an impressive spinning heel kick. 

But Edd kicks out and goes for a Party’s Over to end things! Freddy reverses, roll up! But wait he uses the ropes 
as leverage. 1-2-3!

Freddy jumps up and celebrates!



‘Not cool bro!’

He tries to help his friend up and offer a handshake but Edd bats him away.

‘What the hell man?!’

Freddy is confused that Edd is angry, but it’s clear he doesn’t appreciate the unsportsmanlike tactics! The 
crowd begins to chant goodbye to Edd! ‘Na na na na.. Heee-heee-eey… goodbye!’

Freddy is still confused as Edd makes his way up the ramp, cleaty pissed off.



It’s all been for this...

After a hype video detailing the journey all 6 men have gone through to reach here. The match is finally on. 

Peak, Bach, RDJ and Fonzarelli stand in pods at each corner of the ring. Speed and Noughty Boy begin the 
match… the first two men ever to fight inside this structure. 

Noughty Boy wins the first exchange and hits a viscous high kick, he tries to grab Speed into a headlock… big 
mistake. Speed is able to out-maneuver easily and gains control of the grapple.



Tough time for Noughty Boy

Now firmly in control Speed has his opponents elbow tied up, he whips him out the ring. The man formerly 
known as Biggins smacks onto the hard cell. 

Speed gives him no time to recover, picking him up and throwing him head first into the steel chains. 

Noughty Boy screams out, perhaps finally taking the Elimination Chamber seriously.



Peak caged in

Bach is the first man to be released from his pod. Seeing Speed and Noughty Boy busy he takes the chance to 
climb onto his rivals pod. Eddie being trapped and harmless inside his enclosed pod is humorous to him as he 
stamps on the glass above. 

Eddie tries to ignore Sammy, who then gets serious and looks on to his opponents fighting in the ring.

The crowd pop as they realise what he is thinking...



Sammy Bach excites the crowd!

He wastes no time making an impact and launches himself, hitting a massive cross body onto the back of 
Noughty Boy!

Speed takes the opportunity to grab Bach and begin to weaken one of his strongest threats in the match.

Yet again Speed’s precision gives him an upper hand but Noughty Boy takes his revenge with a springboard 
elbow off the rope.



RDJ is not interested in the Noughties

Another pod opens, it’s Ricky Dale Johnson! 

He surveys the carnage in the room, whether it’s due to his age telling him he doesn’t want the match dragging 
on, or just his experience telling him to act logically, he takes a be-line for the weakest looking opponent. 

Calmly he aims his sights at Noughty Boy, smacks him right in the ear, Noughty Boy screams in pain



And 6 became 5

The loud yelp that came from Noughty Boy even caused a smile to creep onto Speed’s face. 

In truth that was probably his night over but RDJ hits a Southern Justice for good measure!

Eliminated: Noughty Boy (by Ricky Dale Johnson)



Peak released!

Any smile Marc had was quickly wiped off when ‘The Great White’ Eddie Peak’s pod opens. 

Eddie looks for Sammy, but he’s jumped by Marc. He acts quick to pick him up in a bearhug type grip. He runs 
with him across the cell and straight into the steel frame of a pod! 

As soon as he has this obstacle out the way he charges for Sammy, tossing him to the floor and kicking him 
when he’s down. It’s not pretty, but it looks effective!



Dr Love prescribes pain for Sammy Bach!

The final man in is Danny Fonzarelli, despite his freshness, he seems in no hurry and methodically paces 
around the ring. 

He notices Eddie attacking Sammy and lends a hand. Hoping together the two can take out one of the 
favourites to win. Sammy lashes out though. He catches Dr Love in the throat, but Eddie charges and the two 
tumble between the ropes.



The end of Sammy Bach?

Eddie throws Sammy against a pod. 

He looks around at the crowd, and back at the pod, sizing up the glass. 

He shouts he’s going to end this once and for all and takes a run up!

He goes for the spear through the pod!



He rolls out the way!

Bach is just able to roll to the corner of the chamber, just in time to send Peak crashing.

He goes head first through the pod! 

Sammy scrambles to his feet, pulls Eddie by his legs out of the pod and gets the pin!

Eliminated: Eddie Peak (by Sammy Bach)



A sore loser

As Peak comes to he sees the referees open the chamber door for him, this sight seems to enrage him. 
He realises it was Bach who got the better of him, he can’t have that! He makes his way to his feet, grabs Bach 
from behind!

Peak of the Devil! Eddie’s rarely used old finisher! He hits Peak of the Devil! (One Winged Angel) He looks at 
the carnage he has caused and only then leaves the chamber. Danny quickly jumps onto the scraps like a 
hyena to food. 
 
 Eliminated: Sammy Bach (by Danny Fonzarelli via Eddie Peak interference)



Final 3

Only three men remain. They stare each other down. Completely in the knowledge that a temporary alliance 
now could mean the end for one of them. 

But no all three brawl at once! The two heavyweight push Marc away and trade big right hands. 

Speed, not one to be outdone runs the ropes and hits a big elbow to Danny, it knocks him. 

Ricky hoists him up for a Southern Justice! 
Eliminated: Danny Fonzarelli (by Ricky Dale Johnson)



Two final warriors

These two men have already shook hands weeks prior. There is definitely a shared respect but that isn’t 
important inside the chamber. 

Both exhausted. But both fulling willing to give their all. 

The crowd cheer as they trade quick punches and kicks. A big chop from Marc sends Ricky back, Marc runs at 
him… but no! Southern Justice! Ricky hits Southern Justice!



Speed’s big moment!

But Marc kicks out! He becomes the first man to kick out of the Southern Justice in a very long time! 
Ricky is amazed, uncharacteristically he even complains to the referee, it HAD to be 3!

Marc grabs his leg, takedown! Ricky is down, Marc scrambles into position and locks in his feared Heel Hook!
He’s going to win the title! Speed can do it!

Ricky pulls himself to the ropes! But there is no rope breaks! He reaches down deep and uses the ropes to pull 
himself out of the ring!



The cowboy keeps fighting!

It breaks the hold, Ricky uses what strength he has left to throw Marc towards the chamber. 

The two are on their knees, slumped against each other. They begin to get to their feet together. 

Ricky connects with a forearm… Southern Justice! This time to the outside!

Speed is out!  Ricky goes for the pin!



The legend of RDJ continues

And he gets the win! 

After a gruelling match the veteran does it. Proving he can still go at the very top level he is handed the belt. 

Holding it up high RDJ adds another major title to his already impressive record. 

But wait…  The lights go off!



No time to celebrate

The crowd go nuts! 

Even in the low light there is only one man in wrestling, only one man in the WORLD, who THAT could be. 

MARAT KHOKLOV is in DAVE?!



The Unified Champion destroyed

The chamber door is open for Marc and Khoklov steps in. Ricky tries to run at the giant but is too tired, he’s 
simply swatted down. 

Khoklov mounts RDJ and the champion can do nothing about it, effectively going into the fetal position to try 
and protect himself! He holds his hands over his face but Marat’s punches break his guard. 

Happy with the damage caused he stands up and sizes up his prey.



Knee to the face!

His massive hands make Ricky’s head look like a child's. Massive knee! 

Ricky is cut open! The champion is bleeding, he’s helpless!

Khoklov stands tall, looking around the chamber. He looks over to the floor at the DAVE world title and takes it!



Nothing can ever be the same again

Ricky rolls away under the ropes… anywhere but close to Khoklov!

The giant holds up his massive arms and roars as the show comes to a close. 

Whatever happened in the first 6 weeks of DAVE, it’s all forgotten now, everything has changed now Khoklov 
has arrived!


